Cautions and Warnings

ELECTRICAL HAZARD - Disconnect electrical power when installing or servicing.

STATIC HAZARD - Static electricity can damage components. Ground yourself before opening or installing components.

Introduction

The 4099-9032 through 4099-9037 Series Manual Call Points provide a means to manually initiate a fire alarm condition to the 4010 Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP), via the IDNet™ channel. The IDNet channel provides the communication link between a call point and 4010 FACP and powers the entire circuitry.

Installation

Addressable call point installation consists of the following steps.

1. Setting the call point address.
2. Making electrical connections to the call point.
3. Mechanically installing the call point.
4. Replacing the glass substitute element with the break glass.
5. Testing the call point.

1. Setting the Call Point Address

Each call point has a unique address (1 through 250). The address of the call point is set via an eight position DIP switch (Figure 2), DIP switch position 1 is the least significant bit (LSB) and position 8 is the most significant bit (MSB). Set the call point address using Figure 2 as a reference. Use a small screwdriver or pen to set the switches.

Configure the call point to the 4010 panel using the 4010 Fire Alarm Panel Programming Instructions (574-054) and the 4010 Fire Alarm Installation and Operation Instructions (574-052). Use device type KACPUL. Refer to the 4010 Panel Label (526-444) for the appropriate revision of the instructions to be used.

Figure 1. Front View of Call Point (English Version with Glass Installed)

![Figure 2. Rear View of Call Point](image)

![Figure 3. Call Point Addressing Chart](image)
2. Making Electrical Connections to the Call Point

The IDNet signal connects to the call point using the red and black wires. The connections for the call point are illustrated in Figure 2.

Notes:

1. The maximum allowable run from 4010 to the farthest device is not to exceed 2,500 feet. The maximum total wire length (including all T-Taps) from 4010 FACP is 10,000 feet. IDNet wiring is supervised and power-limited.

2. Field wiring connections must be in accordance to local code.

3. Mechanically Installing the Call Point

Install the call point into a suitable electrical box (not supplied) using Figure 4 as a reference. Mounting accessories (sold separately) are available to support a variety of electrical boxes.

Note: The call point fits directly to a U.K. switch/socket box (not shown in Figure 4). A minimum box depth of 25mm is recommended.

4. Replacing the Glass Substitute Element with the Break Glass

1. Remove the screw in the bottom of the call point cover.
2. Remove the plastic glass substitute element.
3. Insert the break glass into the call point.
4. Replace the call point cover and screw it in place.

5. Testing the Addressable Call Point

A key is shipped with the call point to test the call point without breaking the glass. To test the call point, insert the key into the small keyhole on the bottom left of the call point (see Figure 6). When the key is inserted, the glass drops and tests the switch. Do not leave the test key with the call point after commissioning.